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Our Patrons

Prabhakar Kolte

Vinod Sharma

Dilip Ranade Moggalan Shravasti

Sudharak Olwe

Our esteemed panel of patrons consists of renowned artists and 
free thinkers. We are deeply honoured to have such brilliant 
artistic minds on board.

Prof. Prabhakar Kolte is an institution in himself, known for his 
excellence in modern abstraction and his art talks. His works 
have been exhibited in major shows in India & Abroad. The 
Padma Shree award winner Sudharak Owle, with his 
photography works exhibited across the globe. The Ex Director 
of Prince of Wales Museum, Dilip Ranade is among the eminent 
personalities to grace the panel. Prof. Moggalan Shravasti, a 
renowned artist who is inclined towards Buddhist philosophy. 
Vinod Sharma, a renowned artist and a curator known for his 
mastery over his medium and his mindscapes.

We are grateful to our patrons for becoming a part of World Art 
Conclave 2024.

Core Team Members – WAC Art Expo 2024

Organizers – WAC Art Expo 2024

Sanjeev Sonpimpare Bharti Yadav 

Pravin GangurdeRajan Jadhav

Core Member, WAC Art Expo 2024
Renowned Artist

A practicing Visual Artist and 
currently a visiting faculty at NIFT 
Mumbai, he is a recipient of the 
prestigious UNESCO Aschberg 
Artist Residency Award,
Irish Museum of Modern Art, 
Dublin, Ireland. 

Core Member, WAC Art Expo 2024
Renowned Artist

Fine Artist M.F.A. gold medalist from 
Sir JJ School of Art and won several 
Awards including HWF Society's 
National Award.

Founder Director, Answers OneWorld
Organizer, WAC Art Expo 2024

Rajan Jadhav is a Founder Director of 
Answers OneWorld, a full service 
creative & media co. with capabilities 
across the media spectrum. For more 
than 15 years now, have delivered 
innumerable successful campaigns for 
brands and super-brands belonging to 
a variety of industries. Answers have 
gained specialised expertise in the 
field of Expo, Exhibitions & Event 
Management and have successfully 
handled more than 300+ projects all 
over India and abroad for Corporates 
and Govt. bodies. Answers has 
organized Art Exhibitions, Art 
Workshops, Seminars & Conferences. 
Now in association with the Art 
Group, introducing the first Art Expo 
World Art Conclave, 2024.

Organizer, WAC Art Expo 2024
Renowned Artist 

Pravin Gangurde is a professional 
and renowned artist, having more 
than 25+ years of experience in the 
art industry. He has been part of 
several national and international art 
exhibitions, expos & have received 
national and international awards in 
his career.

The Arty minds behind WAC 

“Your graceful presence at World Art Conclave 
will be a source of inspiration to the viewers 
and help enrich minds.”  
                                     – Organizing Team, WAC 



One aesthetic space.
Multiple creative minds
Art needs to enrich culture and cultivate minds. Art needs to flow 
freely in space. Let art be represented in its original style and form, 
at the WORLD ART CONCLAVE.

World Art Conclave is a platform for professional and budding artists as well as 

galleries to display their artworks and connect with art collectors and enthusiasts. 

The artwork to be exhibited will be selected by esteemed jury members.

Various art styles and forms including painting, sculpture, photography and mixed 

media will be displayed at this art expo. World Art Conclave is a well-designed art 

expo that meets international standards, with a dedicated space to showcase each 

art style and concepts in one harmony.

World Art Conclave is an exceptional opportunity for artists, galleries, and art 

connoisseurs to exchange dialogues, collaborate and expand their network within 

the art community.

World Art Conclave is an experience, where you get a chance to engage in art 

talks, workshops, seminars, live art demonstrations & entertainment.

CONCLAVE
WORLD ART

Art Expo 2024



• To create an immersive experience where artists receive the utmost attention while engaging with art

  collectors, buyers, curators, patrons and art lovers.

• It's an event that caters to the unique interests and preferences of each participant and visitor, ensuring

  a truly enjoyable and enriching experience for individuals who will come to the World Art Conclave.

• To bring multiple creative minds under one roof, this will lead wisdom to flow within the art community.

Purpose that drives great art
drives the World Art Conclave



About
Organizer
ANSWERS ONE WORLD is a full service creative 

& Media Co. with 360-degree capabilities across 

the media spectrum. For more than 15 years 

now, we have delivered innumerable successful 

campaigns for brands and super-brands 

belonging to a variety of industries.

Over the years, we have gained specialised 

experience and expertise in the field of Expo, 

Exhibitions & Event Management.

Answers OneWorld provides integrated 

planning, marketing, networking & execution for 

the whole gamut of events. Till date we have 

done more than 300+ projects all over India and 

abroad for Corporates and Govt. bodies.

Now in association with our Art Group
‘The Original Maestro’, Introducing it’s
first Art Expo World Art Conclave, 2024



The Space
for Great Art 

sq.ft. Area
25,300

130+
Booth

Firebrand Artists
400+

for professional artists,
budding artists and galleries

Distinct sections

for each art style
and form

Dedicated Panels

1000+
Panels

4000+
Artwork and
Art Installations



We understand art.
So we designed space for it.
Professionally designed and staffed pavilion – The space is adequate to properly display every
artwork of each participating artist & gallery.

Aesthetic display of each artwork – Each work is carefully hung / displayed with adequate
surrounding space so it can ‘breathe’.

Artwork in ample light – Expo will take care that each work is displayed in appropriate light.
Labeling will be done for each artwork with artist name, title of work, size, medium & price will be there.



Artists in
the Spotlight
World Art Conclave is offering a unique opportunity for all artists to 

participate in the art expo, where artists have a dedicated space to display 

their artwork and interact with visitors from around the globe.

The art expo is open to artists working in all mediums, including painting, 

sculpture, mixed media, and more. World Art Conclave is looking for artists 

who are passionate about their work and eager to share their vision with the 

world. As part of the initiative, along with a dedicated space at the Conclave, 

marketing and promotional support will be given to help the artist reach a 

wider audience.



Exposure

International caliber of showcasing art, building the artist's 

reputation and thus, leveraging a larger impact for art.

Access to Collectors 

Establish direct long-term contact with gallerists, art collectors

and curators who have a genuine taste for art.

Networking opportunities

Meet artists, various art professionals, collectors, buyers, curators

& enthusiasts that might become an important part of your future 

work circle.

Cultural exchange

Expand your artistic horizon with new insights into the global art 

market; also learn more about the global art scene.

Investment potential

The Indian art market is growing and there is potential for artists to 

benefit from this by exhibiting their work at World Art Conclave

A Creative
space for Artists



Art Galleries play a vital role in the art world.

With a line-up of renowned artists and exclusive networking opportunities, the World 

Art Conclave is the perfect place to showcase artists and gain valuable exposure for 

the galleries.

The World Art Conclave is the ultimate platform to showcase artists to a global 

audience of art enthusiasts and professionals. We invite art galleries to join us at this 

exclusive Art expo.

The Space
for Galleries



Calling all aesthetically charged art curators! The World Art 

Conclave is the ultimate platform to discover and connect with 

the world's most talented artists.

We invite curators to join us at this expo as they play a vital 

role in shaping the art world. With a line-up of renowned 

artists, and exclusive networking opportunities, the World Art 

Conclave is the perfect place to discover new talent and build 

lasting relationships.

We believe in fostering a direct connection between 

collectors and artists. 

World Art Conclave provides a platform to engage with artists, 

learn about their inspirations, and gain insights into their 

creative processes.

The Space
for Art Curators



The World Art Conclave Awards recognize 

niche talent among the participating galleries 

and artists.

Each awardee will be selected based on their 

skills and their unique showcase.

• Best Solo Artist Award

• Best Gallery Award

• Best Emerging Artist Award

• Outstanding Artwork Award

Awards and
Accolades



• Press & Magazine Ad – Leading newspapers & magazines in English as well as in regional languages

• Print – Brochure, Catalogue, Leaflet, Poster, etc.

• Digital & Social Media Marketing – Facebook, Instagram & LinkedIn

• Website

• AVs

• Outdoors – Hoarding, Pole Kiosk, Bus Shelter, Bus back panels, etc.

• PR – Press Releases

Marketing, PR
& Promotions



Venue:
Nehru Centre, Mumbai, India



Floor Plan



• Single Panel – Size: 3.2(w) x 8(h) Feet

• 2 Panels in Group Stall

• Booth Sizes:

 – 3 meter X 2 meter

 – 3 meter X 3 meter

• A minimum of two panel space will be made available to display the artwork.

• A complete booth space will be allocated for artist collaborators.

• Booth space size, can be customized as per the requirement of the artists / galleries.

Booth Details

 – 4 meter X 2 meter

 –  4 meter X 3 meter





• The event is open to all professional and budding artists around

  the globe

• The artworks can be on any theme, any medium and any style

• All participants shall complete an offline / online booking form

  and follow all the instructions mentioned in the booking form

• Email ID is mandatory for further communication

• Artist warrants that all such information supplied is truthful,

  accurate, and not misleading or otherwise incomplete

• All the artwork submitted by the participants should be their

  original work and are not copied from any existing artist,

  institution or organization in any way. The artist is responsible for

  its originality and all copyrights belong to the artist

• A third party (e.g. gallery, agent, or other representatives) may

  not submit work on behalf of the artist

• Artists will be allowed to use his / her self-photo and artworks for

  the purpose of promoting the event. Copyright of all artworks

  remains the property of the artist. Any enquiries for copyright will

  be referred to the artist

Rules & Regulations
• World Art Conclave will hold the personal data of artists supplied on

  the booking form securely. The data will only be used in the process

  of administering the event and will not be transferred to any third

  party not directly involved in this event.

• World Art Conclave reserves the right, in its absolute discretion, to

  extend the closing date of entry of the event for a reasonable period

• By booking, the exhibitors are agreeing to all the within conditions

  of participation of World Art Conclave

• The organizers decision on all matters pertaining to the above is final

• The organizer reserves the right, at any time, and from time to time

   to amend, modify, vary, or discontinue the terms of World Art

  Conclave expo



D-16, 1st Floor, Udyog Sadan No.2, Street No.3, Marol Industrial Area,
Andheri (E), Mumbai, Maharashtra 400093

Organized by:

Follow us on

www.worldartconclave.com+91 9819890274 | +91 9768114517

+91 22 68328105 | +91 22 68328106

info.wacartexpo@gmail.com


